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CH4 dissociation on Ru „0001…: A view from both sides of the barrier
H. Mortensen, L. Diekhöner, A. Baurichter, and A. C. Luntza)

Fysisk Institut, SDU-Odense Universitet, 5230 Odense M, Denmark

~Received 1 November 2001; accepted 10 January 2002!

This paper reports measurements of both dissociative adsorption onandassociative desorption from
CH4 on Ru~0001!. We consider the former a view of dissociation from the front side of the barrier,
while the latter is considered as a view of dissociation from the back side of the barrier. A
combination of both previous and new molecular beam measurements of dissociative adsorption
shows thatS0 depends on all experimental variables~E, Tn , Ts and isotope! in a manner similar to
other close-packed transition metals. The interpretation of this behavior in terms of a theoretical
description of the dissociation is discussed critically, with special emphasis on insights from new
theoretical studies. The energy-resolved desorption fluxD f(E,Ts) is obtained in associative
desorption experiments using the technique of laser assisted associative desorption~LAAD !.
Measurements at severalTs allow both a direct determination of the adiabatic barrierV* (0) and
considerable insight into the dynamics of dissociation. TheV* (0) obtained fromD f(E,Ts) is in
excellent agreement with density functional theory~DFT! calculations and with the value indirectly
inferred from molecular beam experiments. The chief dynamic conclusion from an analysis of
D f(E,Ts) is that both bending and stretching coordinates must be produced in associative
desorption, although they are not populated statistically. The absence of an isotope effect in the
shape ofD f(E,Ts) argues against the importance of tunneling in the desorption/adsorption. When
reactive fluxes are compared via detailed balance, both the molecular beam experiment and the
LAAD experiment are in good agreement. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the dynamics of dissociative adsorption
CH4 on transition metal surfaces has a history several
cades long and is still of great current interest. In part thi
related to the rate-limiting role of CH4 dissociative adsorp
tion in important industrial catalytic processes, e.g., ste
reforming. It is hoped that a detailed understanding of
dissociative adsorption may one day lead to some optim
tion of the processes, although at present little practical g
ance has arisen from such studies. Another major motiva
for interest in this dynamics is that CH4 dissociation at meta
surfaces generally requires activation, i.e., there is a ba
to dissociation, so that this system becomes an impor
prototype for developing fundamental understanding of
dynamics of activated adsorption. In many ways, the dis
ciation dynamics of CH4 at transition metal surfaces is sim
lar to H2 dissociation on Cu single crystal surfaces, the c
rent ‘‘paradigm’’ of activated adsorption dynamics. Howev
since CH4 has a complex internal vibrational structure a
interacts moderately with the metal phonons, the dynam
of its dissociative adsorption is considerably more com
cated~and interesting! than that of H2 .

The dissociative adsorption of CH4 has previously been
investigated on several transition metal surfaces via mole
lar beam techniques.1–9 The results have turned out to b
remarkably similar. In all cases, a direct activated disso
tive pathway has been found that depends on the nor
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component of the incident energyE5Ei cos2 ui ~where Ei

and u i are the incident energy and angle, respectively!, the
average vibrational energy of the CH4 ^Ev&, the surface tem-
peratureTs , and the hydrogen isotope. The general expe
mental observations are that the dissociation probabilityS0

increases nearly exponentially over many orders of mag
tude with E, shows a strong increase with the nozzle te
peratureTn at fixedE ~i.e., ^Ev&! and shows a non-Arrheniu
increase with the surface temperatureTs as well. The depen-
dences on these parameters are strongly interrelated. Fin
S0 for CD4 is roughly an order of magnitude smaller tha
that for CH4 at the sameE andTn , implying a large kinetic
isotope effect in the dissociative adsorption. This large i
tope effect has often been cited as evidence for the imp
tance of quantum-mechanical tunneling in the dissociat
dynamics.1,10–12

In addition to the activated dissociative adsorption o
served on all surfaces, a few transition metal surfaces
exhibit low E channels of dissociation as well. For examp
precursor-mediated processes are proposed for CH4 dissocia-
tion on Ir~110!6,13 and Ir~111!.7 Also, a nonactivated steerin
mechanism has been proposed for CH4 dissociation on
Pt~110!.9 However, it is possible that these channels origin
at defects~perhaps thermally generated! rather than on the
majority terrace sites, since observed values ofS0 are very
small in theE regime where these channels dominate. In
discussion throughout this paper, we will focus entirely
the activated process occurring at higherE as this is a com-
mon feature throughout the transition metal series and is
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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doubtedly occurring at the majority terrace sites.
The indication that the dissociation is vibrationally ac

vated has generated much interest in trying to understand
relative importance of each of the various vibrational mod
in promoting dissociation. While some authors have stres
the role of bending modes,2 most authors stress the stretchi
modes since the dominant feature in theoretical calculat
of the transition state is a strongly stretched local C
bond.14–17The early molecular beam experiments varyingTn

and hencêEv& were explained in terms of an experimen
vibrational ‘‘efficacy’’ bv5D ln(S0)/D^Ev&. Note that this
definition of vibrational efficacy is different from the vibra
tional efficacyhv defined in later papers based on vibr
tionally resolved sticking functions. If a similar efficacy
defined for translational energybE5D ln(S0)/DE, then the
early molecular beam experiments2,3,18 were described by
bv;bE . This suggests that nearly all modes of vibration
excitation must be involved~perhaps to varying degrees! in
the vibrational activation. The only way to obtain more d
finitive information about the relative importance of the d
ferent internal modes in vibrational activation is by comb
ing molecular beam sticking experiments with laser pump
of excitation of specific internal states. Fortunately, expe
ments of this type are now beginning to produce results,19–21

although it is still too early to resolve the relative importan
of the modes.

Many of the activated dissociative adsorption featu
observed in molecular beam experiments are also obse
in thermal ‘‘bulb’’ kinetics experiments, albeit with consid
erably less specificity. At low CH4 gas pressures, a thermal
averaged dissociation probabilitŷS0(Tg5300 K,Ts)& is
measured, while at very high gas pressures or in an isot
mal environment, a thermally averaged^S0(Tg5Ts ,Ts)& is
measured. Both experiments give ‘‘apparent’’ activation e
ergiesEa by varyingTs . The apparent activation energy u
der isothermal conditions is often interpreted as a meas
ment of the adiabatic barrier to dissociation, although t
interpretation has been questioned.12

There have been many attempts to develop ‘‘theoretic
models of CH4 dissociative adsorption on transition meta
Many of the earlier models and experiments have been
cussed in Ref. 12. However, new density functional calcu
tions ~DFT! of the reaction path16,17,22now impose consider
able constraints on an acceptable theoretical model.

In an attempt to rationalize the interrelated dependen
of S0 on E, Tn , andTs observed in molecular beam expe
ments, Luntz and Harris23,24 have described the adsorptio
via a three-dimensional dynamical model of direct activa
dissociation. For computational viability, they assumed
quasidiatomic R–H interacts with a surface ‘‘cube’’ repr
senting the metal lattice. A coupling of dissociation to t
lattice was introduced via lattice ‘‘recoil’’ suggested prev
ously by Hand and Harris.25 Dynamical simulations based o
reasonable model three-dimensional PES did in fact sh
good qualitative agreement with a wide variety
experiments,12,26 although agreement was never intended
be quantitative due to the use of only three dimensions
represent the complicated dissociation dynamics. The in
discussion of this model unfortunately emphasized the
Downloaded 20 Mar 2002 to 134.105.248.20. Redistribution subject to A
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of tunneling so that many have interpreted this as a requ
ment for the applicability of the model. However, it has be
pointed out many times subsequently26–28 that the model is
in fact simply a ~quantum! 3D dynamical model of direct
dissociation and is equally valid~or invalid! in the classical
regime when tunneling is unimportant, as when tunnel
dominates. In particular, the suggestion that lattice coup
is an important aspect of the dissociation dynamics~and nec-
essary to explain theTs dependence ofS0! is entirely inde-
pendent of the importance of tunneling.

Recent DFT calculations16,17 have shown that the trans
tion state for dissociation involves more distortion of t
CH4 than just stretching a single C–H bond. Hence, m
modes should be involved in the dynamics than conside
in the three-dimensional model. Although there has been
attempt to include additional modes via the ‘‘hole’’ model,26

they should be treated dynamically since they may
strongly coupled to the reaction coordinate. For examp
one orientational mode for the R–H bond relative to t
surface becomes strongly hindered at the transition state
develops large zero-point energy. In addition, two loc
bending modes are considerably softened at the trans
state as well. In an attempt to generalize the dynam
model, Carre´ and Jackson29 have included the orientationa
degree of freedom dynamically as well as those previou
considered in the 3D model. It has also been shown in rec
DFT calculations that a significant distortion of the latti
occurs at the transition state as well,30 so that the necessar
description of lattice coupling may be more complicated th
simple lattice recoil of a surface cube.

In contrast to these direct dynamical models of dissoc
tion, Ukraintsev and Harrison31 have suggested that the di
sociation can be viewed as unimolecular decay of a collis
complex of the CH4 with a few metal atoms of the surface
They assume that energy is fully randomized in the collis
complex and treat the competition between dissociation
backscattering via RRKM theory. Using three fully adjus
able parameters, this statistical model was fit to molecu
beam experiments for CH4 dissociation on Pt~111!. The
model with these same fit parameters was, however, l
shown to be incompatible with associative desorption exp
ments of CH31H on Pt~111!.32 This experiment should be
related by detailed balance to dissociative adsorption so
the same model/parameters should describe both if the m
is generally valid. RRKM behavior in chemical dynamic
usually occurs due to complete energy randomization cau
by transient trapping in a deep well in the PES. The D
PES for CH4 dissociation on metals does not contain a
such deep potential well, so that the suitability of RRK
theory to describe CH4 dissociative adsorption is not obv
ous.

In this paper, we probe CH4 dissociation on Ru~0001! in
great detail. The aim is to test theoretical models of C4

dissociation dynamics in general and to try to address o
standing issues; e.g., which vibrational states contribute
vibrational activation?, is tunneling important?, how stro
is lattice coupling?, how to obtain the adiabatic barrier hei
V* (0) from various experiments to compare with DFT ca
culations?, etc. The energies of the complete sequenc
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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dehydrogenation steps for CH4 on Ru~0001! have recently
been calculated by Ciobiˆcǎ et al.17 using DFT. The genera
features of the dissociation path are quite similar to those
other metals;33 i.e., a high limiting barrier to breaking th
first C–H bond, metastability of the CH3 species with de-
composition of the adsorbed CH3 as the lowest energy deca
path, and that C–H is the most stable fragment on the
face. We thus anticipate that the dynamics of dissociation
Ru~0001! will be similar to that on other close-packed tra
sition metal surfaces. A value ofV* (0)50.78 eV is esti-
mated from the DFT calculations by correcting the pur
electronic energy barrierV* calculated by them with vibra
tional zero point. A zero-point correction of 0.1 eV was tak
to be identical to that obtained in DFT calculations f
CH4 /Ni(111),16 since the geometries of the transition sta
~and therefore vibrational frequencies! in the two systems are
nearly identical.

The general approach in this paper is to look both
molecular beam and ‘‘bulb’’ experiments of dissociative a
sorptionandat measurements of associative desorption us
the recently developed technique of laser assisted associ
desorption~LAAD !.34 We consider the former a view of dis
sociation from the front side of the barrier, while the latter
considered a view of dissociation from the back side of
barrier. Since the two views of dissociation are time rever
of the same process, we also see to what extent the pu
reactive fluxes obtained in these two experiments obey
tailed balance conditions, i.e., probe the same phase sp
We also try to compare all experiments with DFT calcu
tions and theoretical models of the dissociation process.

In more specific terms, we combine previous molecu
beam experiments of the dependence ofS0 on E and Tn

5

with new measurements of the dependence ofS0 on Ts and
isotope for the view from the front side of the barrier. W
find that all results are similar to previous studies on tran
tion metal surfaces, i.e., thatS0 is a strong, interrelated func
tion of all parameters. We show that it is necessary to incl
both a model of the multidimensional dynamics and a mo
of the lattice coupling in order to extract the adiabatic barr
V* (0) from the ‘‘S’’-shaped excitation functions in the mo
lecular beam experiments. We also show that recent b
measurements of thermal rates are in quantitative agree
with the molecular beam experiments, even thoughEa

,V* (0). This underscores the caution that is necessar
the interpretation ofEa as the adiabatic barrier. For the vie
from the backside of the barrier, we measureD f(E,Ts), the
normal translational energy distribution of CH4 associatively
desorbing at variousTs . The associative desorption occu
as a result of a laser-induced temperature jump~T-jump!,
when both CH3 and H are coadsorbed on the surface at l
Ts , and the whole process has been called LAAD.34 An ex-
trapolation of the highestE observed inD f(E,Ts) to Ts50
givesV* (0), while the shape ofD f(E,Ts) and its variation
with Ts provide information on the dynamics.V* (0) ob-
tained in this manner is in good agreement with the D
calculations and the value indirectly estimated from the m
lecular beam experiments. The dynamical analysis
D f(E,Ts) demonstrates that neither the simple 3D dynam
model nor a statistical one is an appropriate description
Downloaded 20 Mar 2002 to 134.105.248.20. Redistribution subject to A
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the dissociation dynamics. The analysis implies that b
stretching and bending modes must be involved significa
in the vibrational activation, although the relative efficacy
the modes is not determined. The absence of an isotope
fect in theE dependence ofD f(E,Ts) suggests that tunneling
is not dominant in the dissociation dynamics and that cla
cal effects are the likely reasons for the large kinetic isoto
effect in adsorption.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Dissociative adsorption

The molecular beam–UHV surface science machine
measuring initial sticking coefficientsS0 has been describe
in detail previously.35–37Briefly, triply differentially pumped
supersonic nozzle beams of high purity CH4 ~and CD4!
seeded in He were used to expose a very low defect den
~0.25%! and clean Ru~0001! surface at the desiredE, Tn ,
andTs . The cleaning and characterization procedures for
Ru~0001! single crystal surface have also been presen
earlier.34,36,37Most experiments were done atTn'700 K and
with the beam incident along the surface normal. For m
surements of the isotope effect, the surface was held aTs

5600 K for ease of comparison with the previous molecu
beam experiments.5 This Ts keeps the surface free of CO an
H/D, yet the most stable hydrocarbon on the Ru~0001! sur-
face, methylidyne~CH!, decomposes rapidly enough th
only carbidic C remains on the surface during the time sc
of our experiments.38,39At Ts>800 K, the adsorbed C begin
to aggregate into islands of graphite.40

The amount of carbidic C on the surface formed by t
CH4 dissociation was measured by temperature program
oxidation ~TPO!. After the CH4 beam dose, the sample
cooled toTs'300 K and exposed to 10 L oxygen. Subs
quently the total CO formed by C1O recombination is mea
sured by integrating the CO signal in a thermally pr
grammed desorption~TPD!. For the CH4 doses used here
the only C1O associative desorption peak was at 570
characteristic of isolated C atoms.34 Our procedure is similar
to that used in Ref. 5, although there the oxidation was c
ried out in a constant background of O2 . Using the inte-
grated TPO peak as a measure of the C coverageQC and the
integrated background CH4 signal during the dosing, plots
were made ofQC versus CH4 dose. The relative CH4 stick-
ing coefficients for a givenE, Tn , andTs were obtained as
the initial linear slope of such curves. These relative m
surements of sticking were converted to absolute value
S0 by also using direct King and Wells measurements wh
S0'1%.

Since the associative desorption experiments require
high surface coverage of H (QH), sticking experiments were
also conducted atTs'300 K after dosing the surface atTs

'300 K with H2 . To measureQC for this case, the Ru~0001!
was first annealed toTs5600 K and then cooled again to 30
K before initiating the TPO. The conversion from H2 dose to
QH was made by integrating the H2 TPD spectra for various
room temperature doses. An absolute calibration of this r
tive scale was made by comparison with the integrated
sorption spectrum from a 2200 L dose at 100 K, which w
assumed to giveQH51.41,42 The relationship ofQH to H2
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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5784 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 13, 1 April 2002 Mortensen et al.
dose obtained in this manner was in reasonable agree
with that obtained in Ref. 41 atTs5173 K.

B. Associative desorption

The general experimental procedures for the LAA
technique have also been described in detail previously.34 In
the application here, a CH31H adlayer was prepared by ex
posing the Ru~0001! surface atTs'100 K to a seeded supe
sonic beam of CH4 at E50.8 eV. At these conditions, som
of the CH4 dissociatively adsorbs and the metastable C3

produced by this is very long lived. The CH4 doses were
adjusted to give TPO spectra similar to the ones used for
sticking measurements~typically QC;2%!. After the CH4

exposure, the surface was subsequently dosed with a
tional H2 to increaseQH in order to increase the rate o
associative desorption. Although some experiments w
done at lowQH , most experiments were done with an 11
H2 postdose, and some with 2200 L H2 postdose. The corre
spondingQH are ca. 0.5 and 1, respectively, based on
calibration procedures described previously. Varying eit
the methyl or H atom coverage over wide ranges did
have any effect on the associative desorption results o
than a proportional variation of the overall desorption yie

LAAD was carried out using a T-jump induced by irra
diating the surface with a spatially smooth and tempora
incoherent Alexandrite laser of nominal wavelength 750 n
pulse length of 100 ns, diameter of ca. 1 mm at the surfa
and of varying intensity. As outlined elsewhere,34 such a la-
ser is optimal for studies ofD f(E,Ts) produced by the
T-jump. To minimize any potential problem with lase
induced surface damage, we restrict the number of la
shots applied to a given spatial spot on the Ru~0001! surface
before an anneal to 1600 K. Translating the sample a
typically 5–20 laser pulses at one spatial spot accomplis
this. Approximately 40 separate spatial spots were each
diated in this manner in order to measure the associa
desorption for each CH31H preparation. In most cases, th
results from several separate CH31H preparations were av
eraged to get final results.

For the low desorption yields used here, nearly all of
associative desorption occurs at the peak of the T-jump,
it is nearly isothermal.34 The peak surface temperature duri
the T-jump is given asTs5Tpeak5T01DT, whereT0 is the
bias surface temperature~before the T-jump! and DT is the
T-jump. As shown elsewhere,34 DT is linearly proportional to
laser intensity andTpeak can be indirectly determined b
measuringTCO, the temperature describing the Maxwel
Boltzmann distribution ofE for CO that is laser-induced
thermally desorbed from the surface with the same la
pulse. It was confirmed experimentally thatTCO, and hence
Tpeak, decreased by 200 K whenT0 was decreased from 30
to 100 K and identical laser pulses were used to induceDT.

The associative desorption density atTs5Tpeak is tem-
porally resolved with a quadrupole mass spectrometer
time-of-flight ~TOF! techniques to giveDn(t,Ts). Careful
calibration of the flight path and transit times through t
mass spectrometer produces an energy scale and the r
can be transformed to the energy resolved desorption
D f(E,Ts)}t2Dn(t,Ts). The experimentally measure
Downloaded 20 Mar 2002 to 134.105.248.20. Redistribution subject to A
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Dn(t,Ts) and total desorption yield were quite stable a
reproducible, both temporally and spatially, for identical
ser and coverage conditions. This suggests that majority
race sites are dominant in the observed associative des
tion. If minority defect sites were principally responsible f
associative desorption, we would anticipate some spatia
homogeneity and particularly temporal variations due to
controlled variations in the surface preparation/treatme
over the several months of these experiments.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Dissociative adsorption

1. Translational and vibrational activation

Larsen et al.5 recently reported extensive studies
S0(E,Tn ,Ts5600 K) for CH4 on Ru~0001! that showed the
canonical translational and vibrational activation characte
tic of CH4 dissociation on other transition metals. Measu
ments in our laboratory were in good quantitative agreem
with these studies, so that a full study of theE and Tn de-
pendence ofS0 was not repeated.

Molecular beam experiments measuringS0(E,Tn ,Ts)
are generally assumed to be thermally weighted sums of
‘‘S’’-shaped excitation functions of individual vibrational~or
vibrational–rotational! states, and are usually empirical
represented by43,44

S0~E,Tn ,Ts!5(
v

P~v !H A~v !

2 F11erfS E2E0~v !

W~v,Ts!
D G J ,

~1!

whereP(v)}g(v)exp(2«v /kBTn) is the population atTn of
vibrational statev with degeneracyg(v) and energy«v and
the term enclosed in$ % is the state resolved sticking func
tion, with amplitude A(v) ~often assumed unity!, center
point E0(v), and widthW(v,Ts).

Larsenet al. fit S0(E,Tn ,Ts5600 K) for CH4 /Ru(001)
to Eq. ~1! assuming a single local C–H stretch mode~with
fourfold degeneracy in the excited states!. The authors dis-
cussed this fit in terms of the applicability of the quasid
atomic dynamic model. They obtained a vibrational effica
hv5@E0(v21)2E0(v)#/(«v2«v21)5DE0(v)/D«v'1.5.
However, 2D adiabatic dynamics requireshv<1 since vibra-
tional excitation cannot lower the energy anywhere along
reaction coordinate more than the gas-phase vibrational
ergy. Our interpretation of the fit of these experiments to E
~1! is that this is simply a reasonable empirical fitting proc
dure to express the dependence ofS0 on bothE andTn , with
the dependence onTn expressed by a single ‘‘effective’’ vi-
brational mode. There is no fundamental assumption of~or
justification for! a quasidiatomic model in the fit. In fac
sincehv.1 for a fit to a single local C–H oscillator, mor
vibrational modes than just the C–H stretches may be
volved in theTn activation.26 This conclusion is consisten
with the interpretation of earlier molecular beam experime
that found bv;bE , suggesting that all vibrational mode
must contribute to the vibrational activation, although n
necessarily with equal efficacy. However, since the mole
lar beam experiments only measure the dependence ofS0 on
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Tn and hencêEv&, it is fundamentally impossible for them
to determine the relative importance of the four CH4 normal
modes in vibrational activation. In addition, when coupli
to the lattice is included, e.g. as ‘‘dynamic recoil,’’ it is po
sible to movehv>1, even if other vibrational modes are n
involved in the activation.26

Some authors have tried to determine which modes
most important by calculating an effective activation ene
based on the Tn dependence in molecular bea
experiments.8,9 We believe that such a procedure has no t
oretical justification as a way to interpret vibrational activ
tion by Tn and is based on the assumption that a single~non-
degenerate! vibrational mode is responsible for all of th
vibrational activation. As outlined above, this assumption
at odds with the bulk of experimental~and theoretical! evi-
dence. In addition, the effective activation energy determi
in this manner varies with incident translational energy, s
is impossible to assign a unique value to it. Recent theor
cal work45 has shown that many inherently dynamic effe
in molecular beam experiments appear as apparent Arrhe
activation processes, even though the interpretation of ap
ent activation energies in terms of a barrier is meaningle
We believe this is the case for interpreting the vibratio
activation of CH4 in such a manner.

The results of a series of detailed experiments to exp
directly the relative importance of individual excitations a
now beginning to appear.19–21,46These experiments pump th
beam molecules into specific vibrational rotational states
IR ~or near-IR! excitation. Although these experiments d
not yet allow a complete mapping of the various mode e
cacies, they do suggest some trends. For example, excit
of the asymmetric stretch,n3 mode19 or 2n3 mode21 strongly
enhanced dissociation. In an attempt to assess the rel
importance of stretching versus bending mode excitat
Juurlink et al.47 have recently compared activation of 3n4

with that ofn3 . Despite the fact that the bending overtone
higher in energy than then3 excitation, the activation was
smaller. Thus, vibrational efficacy isnot the same for all
excited states. One immediate conclusion from this resu
that a statistical or RRKM description of the dissociation
not valid since this implies that the efficacy of all modes
equal, i.e., that the dissociation probability is proportional
total energy.

The observed enhancement due ton3 mode excitation is
anticipated. However, the fact that this excitation accou
for only a few percent of the overall vibrational activation b
Tn was initially surprising.19 We believe the reason thatn3

excitation accounts for such a small fraction of the ove
thermal vibrational activation is twofold. First, the excitatio
is of the normal moden3 , while the excitation most likely to
be important in overcoming the transition state is a ‘‘loca
C–H bond excitation. When the local C–H modes are
panded in terms of the CH4 normal modes, high excitation in
a single local bond is related to high excitation of then1

symmetric stretch normal mode and only small excitation
the asymmetricn3 normal mode.48,49 Thus, vibrational acti-
vation via local C–H bond excitation, which undoubted
enhances dissociation strongly, is more related to excita
of n1 rather thann3 normal modes. The second reason th
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n3 excitation does not rationalize all theTn activation is
simply that vibrational modes other than a local C–H stre
must also be important in the activation, i.e., the bend
modes.

The general conclusion that many vibrational mod
may participate in vibrational activation is consistent w
what we know from DFT calculations of CH4 dissociation on
Ni~111!16 and Ru~0001!.17 The dominant distortion at the
transition state is a large stretching of a local C–H bond, a
motion over the transition state corresponds to approxim
motion along this coordinate. This must imply strong activ
tion by CH4 stretching normal modes~especiallyn1!. How-
ever, there is also significant distortion at the transition st
of a local bending coordinate as well, and apprecia
changes of two bending frequencies at the transition s
relative to those in CH4.16 Thus, ‘‘local’’ bending coordi-
nates must also project onto the reaction coordinate at
transition state, and excitation of the bending normal mo
is also anticipated to contribute to vibrational activation.
course, without a full PES and multidimensional dynamic
calculations, it is impossible to assess the relative importa
theoretically of the various modes in activating dissociatio
At present, only multidimensional inelastic scattering calc
lations have been performed on a model PES.50 The authors
argue that mode-specific dissociation is related to~and pro-
portional to! the conversion of translational energy into v
brational kinetic energy during the inelastic collision. Wi
this assumption, they predict that the magnitude of vib
tional efficacy for activating dissociation of the norm
modes isn1.n3.n2 , n4 . While this conclusion agrees with
all experimental results to date, there is still no strong th
retical justification for their fundamental assumption of rel
ing the dissociation to the inelastic scattering.

2. Surface thermal activation

In order to supplement these earlier studies and to
ther the analogy of CH4 dissociation on Ru~0001! to other
transition metals, we have also investigated theTs depen-
dence ofS0 . This is shown in Fig. 1~a! for variousE andTn

combinations. As in several other systems,3,4,24 a moderate
non-Arrhenius increase inS0 with Ts is observed, and the
relative effect becomes much larger at the lowerE and Tn

combinations.
It was argued in detail previously12,26 that thisTs depen-

dence represents a coupling to the lattice in a direct disso
tive adsorption rather than as a result of precursor-media
mechanism of dissociation. This discussion emphasized
role of dynamic ‘‘recoil’’25 to cause the lattice coupling. In
simplest terms, the effective barrier for the dynamic latt
Veff* is renormalized upwards due to energy transfer to
lattice, i.e., Veff* '(11mCH4

/MRu)V* (0)5V* (0)1dV* ,
where mCH4

/MRu is the mass ratio between the incomin
molecule and a surface ‘‘cube.’’ This causes a correspond
shift of E0(0) in Eq. ~1! to higher energies. Because a the
mally excited lattice can transfer energy to the incomi
molecule as well as the molecule losing energy to the latt
the sticking functionS0 is thermally broadened, i.e.,W in Eq.
~1! is a function ofTs . At E,E0 , the net effect is an in-
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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crease inS0 with Ts and the relative increase inS0 with Ts is
larger at the lowerE.

Recent DFT calculations have shown that the lowest
ergy pathway for dissociation of CH4 on Ir~111! ~Ref. 30!
and on Ni~111! ~Ref. 51! involves considerable lattice disto
tion, and the adiabatic barrierV* (0) allowing full lattice
distortions is several tenths of an eV lower than the froz
lattice barrier. At highE, collision times, and hence the dis
sociation times are faster than the slow lattice relaxati
Thus, dissociative adsorption experiments see nominal
frozen lattice and a higher effective barrierVeff* 'V* (0)
1dV* , wheredV* corresponds to the change in barrier d
to the lattice distortion~excitation!. While this also describes
a mechanism of lattice coupling in dissociative adsorption
is not entirely clear if this is a completely distinct effect fro
lattice recoil since both essentially describe the dissocia
occurring with excitation of the lattice. If the lattice is the
mally excited, then there is some probability of lattice d
tortions giving lowerVeff* , and the extent of barrier-lowerin
lattice distortions will increase with increasingTs . This is
well described as a thermal broadening ofW, again exactly
as obtained in lattice recoil. However, the lowering of bar
ers with Ts is also somewhat related to the idea of therm
‘‘roughening’’ developed earlier to describe theTs depen-
dence of H2 dissociation on some metals.52,53

There is no experimental signature for the magnitude
the shiftdV* due to lattice coupling, whatever the descri
tion. However, since theTs dependence of the lattice cou
pling is described as a broadeningW(v,Ts) in Eq. ~1! inde-
pendent of the origin, we use a simple form of this to ‘‘fi
the results in Fig. 1~a!. Figure 1~b! shows the dependence o
S0 on Ts predicted under the same experimental conditio
as Fig. 1~a!, assuming all thermal broadening is due tov
50 with W(0,Ts)50.210.000 15•Ts . This gives a reason

FIG. 1. ~a! Observed log@S0(E,Tn ,Ts)# as a function ofTs for severalE,Tn

combinations. Triangles are forE50.86 eV, Tn51057 K; circles are for
E50.53 eV, Tn5656 K; squares are forE50.46 eV, Tn5656 K and dia-
monds are forE50.43 eV,Tn5535 K. ~b! log@S0(E,Tn ,Ts)# predicted from
the fit to S0(E,Tn) obtained by Larsenet al. ~Ref. 5! using Eq.~1! of the
text, but withW(0,Ts)50.210.000 15•Ts . E,Tn combinations are the sam
as in ~a!.
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able qualitative representation of the observed dependenc
S0 on Ts . In principle, theTs dependent broadening of othe
v states will also contribute somewhat to the experiments
Fig. 1~a!. However, theTs dependence is anticipated to b
smaller for higherv and there is not enough experiment
information to determine the broadening for severalv. We
thus neglect the broadening of higherv and hence neglec
the dependence of broadening onTn . A linear variation of
W(0,Ts) was also found to describe theTs dependence ofS0

~inferred mostly from detailed balance! for D2 dissociation
on Cu~111!.53

3. Indirect estimate of the adiabatic barrier
The molecular beam experiments discussed above h

been analyzed in terms of vibrationally dependent ‘‘S
shaped excitation functions~assuming a single local C–H
mode! centered atE0(v) with width W(v,Ts) depending lin-
early onTs . One of the most important questions is how
extract the adiabatic barrierV* (0) from such experiments. I
is often assumed in the literature thatE0(0) is equivalent to
V* (0), largely because this is the most quantifiable feat
in the molecular beam experiments. However,
CH4 /Ru(0001), E0(0)51.19 eV5 and V* (0)'0.78 eV is
estimated from the DFT calculations discussed earlie17

Thus, this assumption yields a barrier prediction that over
timates the DFT calculation by 50%, considerably more th
the estimated uncertainty in the DFT calculation. It has be
suggested elsewhere54 that a more reasonable way to extra
the adiabatic barrier from molecular beam experiments is
estimate the ‘‘threshold’’ for sticking atTs50 and to correct
for dynamic shift of the barrier due to lattice coupling, i.e
V* (0)'E0(0)2W(v50,Ts50)2dV* . Since we have no
experimental information ondV* , we must estimate this
from a theoretical model and have taken the estimate of
dynamic recoil model,dV* 5(mCH4

/MRu)V* (0). Combin-
ing with W(v50,Ts50)50.20 eV from the fit to the experi-
ments, we indirectly estimate thatV* (0)'0.85 eV from the
molecular beam experiment. The excellent agreement w
the DFT calculation is undoubtedly somewhat coinciden
Nevertheless, the analysis does show that significant cor
tions must be applied toE0(0) to extractV* (0) from mo-
lecular beam experiments in many cases.

4. Comparison to thermal rates
Egeberget al.55 have recently measured the therma

averaged dissociation probabilities^S0(Tg5300 K,Ts)& and
^S0(Tg5Ts ,Ts)& for CH4 on Ru~0001! at low CH4 gas pres-
sures and at high gas pressures~or in an isothermal environ-
ment!, respectively. Their results are shown in Fig. 2~a! in
the form of Arrhenius activations. The slopes of these pl
give apparent activation energiesEa for the two experimen-
tal conditions.

It is traditionally assumed thatEa obtained under iso-
thermal conditions is equivalent to the adiabatic barrier. E
berget al.55 obtainedEa50.53 eV and earlier studies by W
and Goodman39 obtainedEa50.37 eV. Both results are sub
stantially less thanV* (0) estimated from the beam exper
ments and the DFT calculation. Egeberget al. have shown
that the low value ofEa is not due to lower barriers at stati
defects by decorating these defects with Au. They have p
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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posed that the thermal rate experiment probes a diffe
barrier than that seen in the molecular beam experime
i.e., one heavily modified in some way by thermal distorti
of surface atoms. Comparing the two plots in Fig. 2~a! shows
that the dominant activation of CH4 dissociation under ther
mal conditions is in fact due toTs rather thanTg .

Since the molecular beam experiments measu
S0(E,Tn ,Ts), we can estimatê S0(Tg5300 K,Ts)& and
^S0(Tg5Ts ;Ts)& by convolving the beam results over th
appropriate thermal distributions. This convolution assum
that S0(E,Tn ,Ts) can be extrapolated to lowerE according
to the fit to Eq. ~1! and that theTs dependence ofS0 is
independent ofTn . The results of these convolutions a
presented in Fig. 2~b!. There is remarkable quantitativ
agreement with the thermal experiments, both in the appa
activation energies and in the absolute magnitudes of st
ing. The apparent curvature in the predicted plots proba
results from the assumption that theTs dependence ofS0 is
independent ofTn in the convolutions. The good agreeme
demonstrates that both the beam experiments and the the
experiments are based on the same mechanism of direc
tivated dissociation and that they both probe the same
rier, albeit one affected by lattice coupling as suggested
Egeberget al.55 However, this lattice coupling is identical t
that observed in beam experiments as broadening of
S-shaped excitation function,W(v,Ts).

There is a fundamental problem with the assumption t
Ea measured under isothermal conditions is equivalen
V* (0). This equivalence is only strictly true if there is
sharp steep threshold in the dissociation, i.e., that
S-shaped excitation functions in Eq.~1! are infinitely narrow.
Any mechanism that causesW(0,Ts) to increase allows dis
sociation atE,V* (0), and theconvolution over the therma
distribution yields an effectiveEa lower thanV* (0). Thus,

FIG. 2. ~a! Arrhenius plots of thermally averaged dissociation probabilit
log^S0& as a function of surface temperature 1/Ts (K21) obtained by Egeberg
et al. ~Ref. 55! in thermal rate studies. Squares are for the conditionTg

5300 K and triangles for the isothermal conditionTg5Ts . ~b! Predicted
Arrhenius plots of thermally averaged dissociation probabilities based
thermal convolution over the molecular beam resultsS0(E,Tn ,Ts). Solid
line is for the conditionTg5300 K and the dashed line is for the conditio
Tg5Ts .
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the magnitude ofEa depends on the value ofW(0,Ts) as
well asV* (0). There are many possible reasons for broa
ening of the sticking functions; e.g., unresolved intern
states in the fit to Eq.~1!, lattice coupling, tunneling, or a
static distribution of defect sites with different barriers. Thu
we believe simply thatEa<V* (0). It was also found that
Ea,V* (0) for Ea calculated from detailed state resolve
sticking experiments for H2 dissociation on Cu~111!,56 again
due to the widths of the sticking functions.

5. Isotope effect

We have also investigated whether CH4 /Ru(0001) ex-
hibits a large isotope effect inS0 . Measurements ofS0 for
both CH4 and CD4 as a function of incident normal energyE
at a fixedTn5700 K andTs5600 K are shown in Fig. 3.
There is a large isotope effect, withS0 for CD4 approxi-
mately 20 times smaller than that for CH4 at E50.6 eV. The
magnitude of this isotope effect is similar to that observed
other close-packed transition metal surfaces. We also obs
a slightly increased slope in the plot of log(S0) versusE for
CD4 relative to CH4, again in agreement with most prio
studies on other transition metals.

It has often been suggested that the large kinetic isot
effect in adsorption is evidence that the dissociation is do
nated by tunneling.1,10–12,57 However, several classical ef
fects can also contribute to a kinetic isotope effect in dis
ciative adsorption as well. These include a change in
adiabatic barrierV* (0) due to changes in vibrational zer
point upon deuteration, a change in^Ev& at a givenTn due to
changes in the vibrational frequencies upon deuteration,
a change in lattice coupling/recoil (dV* ) due to the heavier
mass upon deuteration. The net effect of all these class
contributions to the kinetic isotope effect is difficult to asse
for any given experimental conditions; this has led to co
siderable controversy as to the importance of tunneling in
dissociation.

Low-dimensional theoretical models always stress
importance of tunneling12,29,57since that is the only way dis
sociation can occur whenE,E0(v) in those models. How-

a

FIG. 3. log@S0(E,Tn5700 K,Ts5600 K)# for CH4 ~triangles! and for CD4

~squares!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ever, classical dissociation can certainly occur at lowE if the
full dimensionality is considered, since classical contrib
tions that introduce a broadeningW(v,Ts) to the excitation
functions, e.g., unresolved internal excitations, lattice c
pling, etc., can induce dissociation at lowE. In addition,
experimental broadenings in the energy distributions
make dissociation appear to occur at low total average
ergy, even though it is only the high energy tail of the dist
bution that may be responsible for the dissociation. For
ample, the finite energy resolution in molecular bea
experiments produces a significant high energy tail inE,
even when the average energy^E&!E0(0). This could ac-
count for apparent dissociation whenS0 is plotted against
^E&. We shall discuss the possibility of tunneling again
Sec. III B 4 after presenting the isotope effect in associa
desorption.

6. S0 „Q H…

Because the associative desorption experiments w
usually performed with a high H atom surface coverageQH ,
it was essential for a comparison of these results with
sticking experiments to determine the influence ofQH on
sticking. The primary concern is whether the barrierV* (0)
depends onQH , since a large increase inV* (0) for N2

dissociation was observed with N atom coverageQN .34,58To
check this we measuredS0(E,Tn ,Ts5300 K) for several
coveragesQH . The low Ts was required to avoid therma
desorption of the adsorbed H. In the experiments, H2 was
dosed from the background atTs5300 K prior to CH4 beam
dose at the sameTs . To measure the C build-up due to CH4

dissociation, the surface was annealed briefly to 600 K
then cooled again before it was measured by TPO.S0 as a
function ofE is shown in Fig. 4 for severalQH . While there
is a substantial decrease inS0 with QH , this decrease is
nearly independent of incident energy, i.e., theE dependence
of S0 is essentially independent ofQH . We take this as evi-

FIG. 4. S0(E,Tn ,Ts5300 K) for various H coveragesQH . TheQH corre-
sponding to the different symbols is given in the legend in the figure.
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dence thatQH induces no major change inV* (0), although
there is steric blocking of sites to dissociation by prea
sorbed H at allE. In addition, it is discussed below that th
shape ofD f(E,Ts) is independent ofQH . From the interpre-
tation of D f(E,Ts) discussed later, this also indicates th
V* (0) is independent ofQH . Thus, both results imply tha
we can compare dissociative adsorption on the bare sur
with associative desorption from a H-covered surface.

The finding thatV* (0) is independent ofQH is incon-
sistent with the assumption of Harrison59 that V* (0) in-
creases strongly withQH . This assumption was necessary
be able to reconcile the fitting of the RRKM model to bo
molecular beam3 and associative desorption32 experiments
for CH4 /Pt(111) simultaneously.

B. Associative desorption

Associative desorption is not the minimum energy dec
channel for the metastable adlayer of CH31H on Ru~0001!,
since the dissociation of CH3 has a lower barrier than that fo
associative desorption. From the DFT calculation,17 the bar-
rier for dissociation of CH3 is ;0.4 eV, while that for asso-
ciative desorption is;0.8 eV. In agreement with this, no
CH4 is observed in TPD of a CH31H adlayer, even with
high QH , since the system follows the minimum energy pa
in the slow surface heating of the TPD. On the other ha
Arrhenius prefactors for rates of dissociation reactions
usually smaller than those for desorptions,60 and fast laser
heating of a surface to highTs often allows the higher barrie
but higher prefactor channel to be the kinetically favor
process.34,60 Thus, CH4 associative desorption was observ
from the CH31H adlayer with a laser-induced T-jump t
Ts>350 K. We do not know if simultaneous dissociation
CH3 also occurred during the T-jump.

Using the techniques outlined in Sec. II B, the TOF
associatively desorbing CH4 was measured following a lase
induced T-jump. The desorption densitiesDn(t,Ts) for
QCH3

'0.02 andQH'0.5 are shown in Fig. 5 for inciden
laser pulses of 30, 40, and 55 mJ, corresponding to des

FIG. 5. Experimentally observed CH4 density Dn(t,Ts) induced by CH3
1H associative desorption on Ru~0001! at variousTs as indicated in the
figure. t is flight time in microseconds.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tion temperatures (Ts5Tpeak5TCO) of 450, 650, and 875 K,
respectively. Since the overall desorption yield depends
Ts , the three curves have been normalized by their ti
integral*Dn(t,Ts)dt. Also, except for the desorption yield
these experimental results are independent of bothQCH3

and
QH , so that the only parameter affecting the shape
Dn(t,Ts) is Ts . It is evident that the rising edge of the TO
distribution shifts to shorter times~and hence higher ener
gies! with increasingTs , whereas the rest of the distributio
is largely unaffected. Identical experiments with 25 mJ la
pulses (Ts'375 K) showed only a small shift relative to th
of 30 mJ, but S/N was limited in this case due to the lo
desorption yield.

Figure 6 shows these same experimental results plo
as flux weightedD f(E,Ts) versusE. This clearly demon-
strates that the highest energies observed in desorption
crease markedly withTs . The large noise peaks belowE
50.1 eV are simply due to convolution uncertainties fro
background noise in the long-time limit ofDn(t,Ts), i.e., the
problem of establishing zero for the background.

Since associative desorption is a slow, thermally indu
kinetic process, we anticipate that transition state theory
the desorption rate is a good approximation. The qualita
picture is that the slow rate of desorption implies that a m
lecular transition state CH4* is formed that is in thermal equi
librium with the lattice atTs . A final fluctuation into the
transition state of order12kBTs from the lattice causes desorp
tion from the surface. Approximate conservation of ene
implies that the thermally averaged energy in the transit
state^Etot& is partitioned into CH4, and the surface after th
molecule desorbs from the surface. Neglecting tunnel
this energy conservation is expressed as54

^Etot&'V* ~0!1
1

2
kBTs1(

v*

\v*

exp~\v* /kBTs!21

'E1«v1«J1d. ~2!

FIG. 6. Conversion of the experimentalDn(t,Ts) in Fig. 5 toD f(E,Ts). The
curves for the variousTs are offset vertically from each other simply fo
ease of viewing the results. The arrow marks the adiabatic barrierV* (0)
obtained by an extrapolation of the high energy threshold toTs50 ~see the
text!.
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The first line of Eq.~2! is the energy in the transition stat
plus the final thermal fluctuation, while the second line is t
energy partitioned into CH4 and the surface.v* are all vi-
brational modes perpendicular to the reaction coordinat
the transition state,«v and «J are the vibrational and rota
tional energy partitioned into CH4, andd is the amount of
energy loss to the lattice upon desorption. The equatio
only good to orderkBTs since thermal fluctuations are onl
treated via a mean-field approximation.

1. Adiabatic barrier

At Ts50, the first line of Eq.~2! is V* (0). Thus, al-
though the dynamics governs the partitioning of^Etot& into E,
«v , «J , andd, the highE threshold atTs50 gives a lower
limit to V* (0) regardless of the dynamics. Reasonably
suming that the dynamics allows some population to be p
duced inv5J50 with d50, then the extrapolation in Fig. 6
to Ts50 gives directly the adiabatic barrierV* (0)
50.8 eV. This is also indicated in Fig. 6 as the vertical
row. Because the high energy thresholds in Fig. 6 are th
mally broadened at highTs , it is difficult to determine them
visually. Instead,V* (0) was obtained in a simultaneous fit o
V* (0) and the dynamics via the model described below
the full experimentalDn(t,Ts) curves. Thus, the value o
V* (0) obtained is weakly dependent upon the dynamic
sumptions of the fit. The value ofV* (0)50.8 eV is in ex-
cellent agreement with the indirect estimate ofV* (0) from
the molecular beam experiments and with the DFT calcu
tion.

2. Dynamics of associative desorption

The shapes of theD f(E,Ts) curves and their variation
with Ts contain information on the dynamics. At a givenTs ,
D f(E,Ts) measures hoŵEtot& is partitioned intoE, while
the variation withTs separates out the contribution from th
thermally populated vibrational modes at the transition st
from that due to the partitioning ofV* (0).

The strong increase in the highE side ofD f(E,Ts) with
Ts in Fig. 6 demonstrates qualitatively that many therma
excited vibrational modes perpendicular to the reaction co
dinate at the transition state~v* ! can be converted toE in
associative desorption. Detailed balance then infers tha
dissociative adsorption there is considerable conversion oE
into many vibrational modes at the transition state as w
This strong mixing between the set of modes perpendic
to the reaction coordinate at the transition state andE must
occur somewhere in the entrance channel for dissocia
adsorption. It is reasonable to assume that this strong mix
between vibration and translation also allows many th
mally excited initial vibrations to activate dissociation
well. This is consistent with inferences made earlier ab
vibrational activation in dissociative adsorption experimen

As discussed earlier, several theoretical models have
viously been proposed to describe the dissociation of CH4 on
transition metal surfaces, and if detailed balance is va
they should also describeD f(E,Ts) formed in associative
desorption as well. The quasidiatomic model represent
low-dimensional dynamic approximation to direct dissoc
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tion. For associative desorption, this implies that^Etot& is
partitioned solely betweenE, the two CH4 stretch normal
modes comprising the R–H local mode, and energy los
the latticed. Figure 7 compares the experimentalDn(t,Ts

5650 K) to predictions based on this 3D dynamic mod
Distinct TOF peaks are predicted for the various C–H stre
excitations of CH4. This is the main defining feature of thi
model and is independent of various assumptions as to
the energy is partitioned in desorption. In Fig. 7, the pa
tioning betweenE and CH4 stretch modes has been chosen
optimize the ‘‘fit’’ to the experimentalDn(t,Ts5650 K)
curve and we have takend as predicted by a simple model o
lattice recoil. To account approximately for thermal fluctu
tions, the desorption flux predicted by the 3D model is co
voluted with a Gaussian of dispersions5kBTs . This intro-
duces minimal broadening of the well-resolved vibration
peaks. The sticking model based on the RRKM postu
implies that ^Etot& is partitioned completely statistically in
associative desorption, both into CH4 modes and some lattic
modes according to the final density of states. The appl
tion of the RRKM model to associative desorption of CH4

from Ru~0001! is also given in Fig. 7. We have assumed th
three lattice modes can participate in the energy partition
since this is the number of lattice modes used by Ukraint
and Harrison.31 The RRKM model predicts a structurele
TOF curve, but at substantially longert and with a greater
width. If ^Etot& is partitioned statistically into CH4 modes but
does not lose energy to the lattice upon desorption~d50!, a
Dn(t,Ts5650 K) similar to that for the RRKM model is pre
dicted but with a peak at slightly shortert.

These models represent two extremes of possible di
ciation behavior, low-dimensional direct dynamics, a
purely statistical dissociation. Experimental reality is clea
between these two extremes. Thus, we must either deve
theoretical model incorporating more dimensionality in t
dynamics, i.e., additional modes to smooth the vibratio
structure in the predicted desorption, or add dynamical c

FIG. 7. Comparison of the experimentalDn(t,Ts5650 K) ~solid line! with
that predicted assuming limiting models proposed to describe dissoci
adsorption of CH4 . The 3D dynamic model~dashed line! is the quasidi-
atomic dynamic model and the RRKM~dot-dashed line! is a fully statistical
one.
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straints to the statistical model to restrict somewhat
modes populated in desorption. Adding rotation in a 4
model did not significantly improve the qualitative ‘‘fit’’ of
the purely dynamical model to the experimental resu
Therefore, we conclude that significant population of oth
vibrational modes, i.e., bending modes, must also occu
associative desorption to smooth out the vibrational str
ture. This conclusion is consistent with the picture that
believe is most appropriate to describe the dissociative
sorption experiments discussed in Sec. III A 1. Since it
inherently difficult to develop many-dimensional dynam
models, especially since information on the PES is limit
we have opted to start with the statistical assumption an
add a minimum number of dynamical constraints to fit t
experimental results. This approach is well known in t
gas-phase dynamics literature and generally goes unde
label of surprisal or information analysis.61,62 Note that this
is not a ‘‘theory’’ per se, but rather just a fitting procedur
based on employing a minimum number of dynamical co
straints.

3. Dynamically constrained statistical model
It is discussed elsewhere54 that the state-resolved ass

ciative desorption fluxD f(E,v,J,Ts) can be approximated
by

D f~E,v,J,Ts!

}E expS 2
E

kBTs
DexpS 2

«v1«J

kBTs
D

3H P~v !P~J!

2 F11erfS E2E0~v,J!

W~v,J,Ts!
D G J . ~3!

For CH4, v represents the vibrational state given by all v
brational quantum numbers (n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4). «v and «J are
the vibrational and rotational energy, respectively, of the
ternal state, andE0(v,J)5^Etot&2«v2«J2^d&. P(v) and
P(J) are the relative probabilities of producing the give
states, and are assumed independent probability distr
tions. The expression in$ % is similar to the common empiri-
cal state resolved sticking functionS(E,v,J) @see Eq.~1!#,
so that Eq.~3! is nearly identical to that obtained by invokin
detailed balance. The only difference is that in sticking e
periments, the effect of internal excitation on dissociat
adsorption is usually quantified in terms of a variable vib
tional efficacy, e.g.,hv with P(v) assumed unity. In the defi
nition of E0(v,J), we assume thathv5hJ51 and allow
P(v) andP(J) to be nonunity. In principle, variation of both
parameters should define the role of internal excitation u
the dynamics. However, there are insufficient data to jus
this in fits to the experiments reported here, so we have c
sen to vary onlyP(v) and P(J) in the model. It was dis-
cussed previously54 that in some cases this may be a mo
reasonable or at least equivalent way to represent the dyn
ics of associative desorption. Thus, dynamics in the mode
represented by the choice ofP(v) andP(J), while the over-
all energy available for partitioning into CH4 is determined
by V* (0), the set ofv* , and^d&.

Without any dynamical constraints,P(v) and P(J) are
those predicted via purely statistical arguments, i.e., acc

ve
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ing to density of states. However, as indicated previously,
experimental results are incompatible with a statistical dis
bution. Below, we give a minimal set of reasonable dyna
cal constraints that allows the model to give good agreem
with experiments. However, we certainly cannot claim th
this is a unique set of constraints, so will draw only m
conclusions from such a fit. The assumptions used in thi
are as follows:

~1! V* 1«v* →E1«v ,

~2! «J* →E1«J ,

~3! ^d &'0.

Constraint #1 states that both the bare electronic barrierV*
and«v* , the internal vibrational energy at the transition sta
~TS! plus that in the frustrated translation perpendicular
the surface, are partitioned betweenE and «v of CH4. We
assume that hindered translations parallel to the surface
adiabatic and hence do not appear inE. Constraint #2 implies
that energy in frustrated rotational modes at the TS («J* ) is
partitioned betweenE and «J . This constraint allows the
large zero point of the one orientational mode at the TS to
converted into rotation. The rational for constraint #3 is d
cussed below. It is not essential, but allows a simple form
lation of the model.

In principle, there should be separate partitioning
each individual CH4 vibrational normal mode. However, th
experiment does not give enough information to unravel t
so we neglect any mode dependence in the partitioning
tween vibration and translation. This unfortunately mea
that we cannot comment on the important question as to
relative population of stretching to bending modes in deso
tion. We assume thatP(v) is given by linear surprisal,61,62

i.e., P(v)}exp(2lvfv)P
0(v), where P0(v) is the statistical

prior distribution based solely on densities of states andf v
5«v /^Etot,v& is the fraction of available energy partitione
into CH4 vibrational statev. ^Etot,v&5V*1«v* is the energy
available for CH4 vibration according to dynamic constrain
#1 above.lv is the surprisal parameter that describes
partitioning between vibration and translation. Also, since
do not have enough information to distinguish the partitio
ing of energy between translation and rotation, we sim
assume that this is statistical, i.e.,P(J)5P0(J), i.e., that
lJ50 in an equation analogous to that for vibrational mod

To calculate the thermal energy available for partitio
ing, we need allv* . These are taken from the DFT calcul
tions by Kratzeret al. for CH4 /Ni(111)16 sincev* are not
available for CH4 /Ru(0001). However, we do not expe
any significant differences since the transition state ge
etries in DFT calculations for the two systems are nea
identical.

The assumption that^d&'0 in the model is suggested b
the absence of an isotope effect in associative desorption~see
the discussion in Sec. III B 4!. If ^d&Þ0, the coupling to the
lattice should be mass dependent and hence^Etot& will be
different for CD4 relative to CH4. This should cause a sig
nificant difference in the shape ofD f(E,Ts) for the two iso-
topes, which was not observed~see Fig. 8!.

This assumption that̂d&'0 in associative desorption i
certainly very different from the importance of lattice co
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pling in dissociative adsorption~Sec. III A 2!. The fact that
lattice dissipation can cause an apparent violation of deta
balance when comparing only the reactive fluxes in n
equilibrium experiments has been discussed extensi
elsewhere.63–65 This dissipation can cause the no
equilibrium experiments to probe different phase spaces.
effect of lattice dissipation represented by dynamic recoi
likely smaller in associative desorption experiments relat
to dissociative adsorption experiments since^E&!E0(0) due
to partitioning into CH4 vibration in the desorption. Thes
are the two energies characteristic of each experiment ad
scales withE.

Given the assumptions of the model, the only fitting p
rameters of the model to the experiment arelv andV* (0),
although the latter is principally determined by the extrap
lation of the highestE observed toTs50. A fit of this model
with the parametersV* (0)50.8 eV andlv51.5 to experi-
mental Dn(t,Ts) is given in Fig. 9. We letW(v,J,Ts)
'kBTs in the fit, although the exact value is not important
long asW is small. As seen, there is excellent agreeme
both in the shape of the TOF curves and in their depende
on Ts . The value oflv51.5 implies that partitioning of
^Etot& into translation is slightly preferred relative to vibra
tion in associative desorption. This is qualitatively consist
with the anticipation that the barrier for CH4 dissociation is
predominately an entrance channel barrier.16,29As stated ear-
lier, we are not able to distinguish if partitioning into a
normal modes is equivalent. Equally good fits are obtain
assuming the stretches are more populated than the ben
coordinates. However, the assumption that none of the
energy ends up in bending modes is qualitatively inconsis
with the experimental results since this always produces
brational structure in the predictedDn(t,Ts) ~see Fig. 7!.
Relaxing constraint #3 and taking^d&'(mCH4

/MRu)E from
a model of recoil gives the same general fit as above,
V* (0)'0.8 eV but withlv'3.

Because many dynamic constraints can give the sam
we only wish to make modest conclusions from the mod
First, this model allows the thermally broadenedD f(E,Ts) to

FIG. 8. Comparison ofD f(E,Ts) for CH4 ~solid dark line! with that for CD4

~dashed gray line! at variousTs .
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be extrapolated toTs50 and therefore allows a determin
tion of V* (0). Second, both bending as well as stretchi
modes must be populated in associative desorption.

4. Isotope effect

Because a substantial isotope effect is observed in di
ciative adsorption, we anticipate from detailed balance t
one should also be present in associative desorption as
D f(E,Ts) for CD4 associative desorption is compared w
that for CH4 desorption under identical experimental con
tions in Fig. 8. There is absolutelyno difference~within ex-
perimental uncertainty! in the shape of the curves. We cann
compare the overall desorption yields quantitatively,
though they were similar qualitatively. Experiments with t
mixed isotopes CH3D and CD3H also showed exactly the
sameD f(E,Ts) shape as CH4 and CD4 at the sameTs . Thus,
we believe no significant isotope effect exists in associa
desorption, even though there is a large isotope effec
dissociative adsorption.

D f(E,Ts) for CD4 was predicted using the dynamical
constrained statistical model described in Sec. III B 3 w
the same parameters as those used to fit the shapes an
pendence ofDn(t,Ts) for CH4. Reasonable isotopic shift
were assumed for all vibrational modes at the transition s
based on their predominate character.16 In agreement with
the experimental observations,D f(E,Ts) for CD4 predicted
by the model is nearly identical to that for CH4. However,
relaxing the constraint̂d&'0 in the model predicted a sub
stantial isotope effect. Note that tunneling is not included
the model, although all classical contributions to an isoto
effect are included and nearly cancel in the associative
sorption when̂ d&'0.

If tunneling is important in associative desorption, th
the apparent barrier should be less thanV* (0). We then
anticipate thatD f(E,Ts) for CD4 would occur at higherE
than that for CH4, since tunneling would be less importa
for CD4 than for CH4. Since this is not observed, w

FIG. 9. Comparison of experimentally obtainedDn(t,Ts) ~solid line! with
that predicted by the model based on a statistical distribution and dynam
constraints~dashed line!. See the text for details of the model. The curv
for the variousTs are separated vertically simply for ease of comparison
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conclude that tunneling plays little role in the associat
desorption of CH4. This conclusion is in full agreemen
with the prediction of minuscule tunneling correction
@(kquantum/kclassical)21,1026# to the transition state rate66

for associative desorption of CH4 at Ts>450 K. These esti-
mates used the DFT barrier curvature of Kratzeret al.16 and
the smallest possible tunneling massm51 amu. In fact, we
believe that the barrier is largely an entrance channel ba
with m'16 amu, so that the tunneling correction is ev
smaller.

If tunneling is not important in associative desorptio
then it also seems unlikely to us to be the reason for the la
isotope effect in dissociative adsorption in Fig. 3. There is
ample high energy tail in the total~translational1vibrational
1surface thermal! energy distribution that could allow clas
sical dissociation under all conditions of the experiments
Fig. 3. Thus, we think it likely that classical contribution
and not tunneling are the source of the isotope effect in
sorption. In part, the larger isotope effect in adsorption re
tive to desorption may be related to the larger lattice c
pling in the adsorption experiments.

C. Comparison of adsorption to desorption „detailed
balance …

Since both dissociative adsorption and associative
sorption of CH4 /Ru(0001) have been obtained under simi
experimental conditions, the validity of detailed balan
comparing the two purely reactive fluxes can be asses
When only these two fluxes are included in the statemen
detailed balance under quasi-isothermal conditions (Tn5Ts

5T), the desorption flux is related to the sticking functio
via65

D f~E,T!}E exp~2E/kBTs!S~E,Tn5T,Ts5T!. ~4!

This relation is identical to the usual state resolved deta
balance formulation normal to the surface and merely su
over the thermal distribution of internal states and negle
the fact that the rotational temperatureTJÞTn in the super-
sonic beam. In Fig. 10, we compare the experimen
D f(E,T5650 K) with D f(E,T5650 K) calculated from Eq.
~4! andS(E,Tn5650 K, Ts5650 K!. Since the latter was no
measured in detail under thisTn andTs condition, we have
combined the fits obtained by Larsenet al.5 to their measure-
ments ofS(E,Tn ,Ts5600 K) with the fit to the measure
ments of S(E,Tn ,Ts) reported here@Fig. 1~b! to obtain
S(E,Tn5650 K, Ts5650 K!#. There is clearly very good
agreement both in the shape and peak position of the exp
mentalD f(E,T5650 K) with that predicted by detailed ba
ance fromS(E,Tn5650 K, Ts5650 K!. There is, however, a
small energy shift of,0.1 eV, marked by an arrow in Fig. 1
and labeledd« between the two curves. While this small sh
in the peak may well be within experimental and fitting u
certainties, it could also represent a real difference in the
experiments. The most likely difference is that rotational e
citation in desorption contributes tod« since TJ'0 in the
adsorption experiments, but rotational excitation is ant
pated to be reproduced in desorption.

al
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have looked at both the dissoc
tive adsorption of and associative desorption fro
CH4 /Ru(0001) and consider this as a view of the dissoc
tion process from both sides of the barrier.

By combining previous molecular beam experimen5

for CH4 /Ru(0001) with additional molecular beam expe
ments reported here, we find that the initial dissociat
probability S0 is a strong function of normal translation
energyE, nozzle~vibrational! temperatureTn , and surface
temperatureTs in a manner similar to that observed on mo
other close-packed transition metal surfaces. In addition
large kinetic isotope effect was measured, again in agreem
with CH4(CD4) dissociation on other transition metals. Th
large isotope effect has previously been used to sugges
importance of tunneling in the dissociation under beam c
ditions, although several classical effects can also contrib
to an isotope effect. The adiabatic barrierV* (0) can only be
inferred indirectly from the threshold of the experimen
sticking curves after contributions of excited internal sta
are removed and after the apparent shift to higher ener
from lattice coupling has been estimated. For CH4 /Ru(001),
this gives a value of 0.85 eV, in excellent agreement w
DFT calculations.17 Recent thermal ‘‘bulb’’ experiments55

are shown to be in nearly quantitative agreement with
molecular beam results, and the low apparent activation
ergy Ea obtained in those studies underscores the limitat
in the assumption thatEa measured under isothermal cond
tions is equivalent toV* (0).

The simplest qualitative rationalization of the expe
mental sticking results is via a mechanism of direct activa
adsorption, with minimally a 3D dynamical descriptio
~translational, local C–H stretch vibrational, and a local ph
non as coordinates!. There is both experimental evidenc
~large magnitude of theTn effect! and theoretical evidence i
the DFT calculations of transition states for CH4 dissocia-
tion, that more coordinates are necessary, especially tha

FIG. 10. D f(E,Ts5650 K) obtained from the experimental associative d
sorption ~solid line! compared with that predicted by the measur
S0(E,Tn ,Ts) and assuming detailed balance to relate the reactive flu
~dashed line!.
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cal bending as well as a local stretch coordinate should
included in the dynamic description.

The associative desorption of CH4 from Ru~0001! has
been observed via the technique of laser assisted assoc
desorption ~LAAD !. In this technique, a laser-generate
T-jump induces a fraction of a previously generated me
stable adlayer of CH31H to associatively desorb. The fas
T-jump induces associative desorption, despite the fact
the lowest energy pathway is surface dissociation of CH3 and
this is the only process observed for slow surface heat
Measurements ofDn(t,Ts) via time-of-flight techniques al-
lows conversion to the fluxD f(E,Ts). This shows a broad
hyperthermal distribution characteristic of the barrier. T
high energy threshold inD f(E,Ts) shifts significantly to
higher E when Ts is increased and this demonstrates th
many vibrational modes at the transition state are partitio
into E via the dynamics. Using transition state theory to d
scribe the associative desorption, the extrapolation of
high E threshold toTs50 gives a measurement forV* (0)
50.8 eV, a value in excellent agreement with the indire
estimate from the molecular beam experiments and with
obtained from the DFT calculations.

The shapes of theDn(t,Ts) @or equivalentD f(E,Ts)#
and the dependence onTs contain information on the dynam
ics of dissociation. Comparison of the experimental resu
with both the 3D dynamical model and an RRKM or stat
tical model shows that the associative desorption is betw
these two extremes, and that either a multidimensional
namical model or a dynamically constrained statistical mo
must be developed to account for the results. We have in
porated the latter strategy in a successful fit to the exp
mental results. The most important qualitative conclusion
that bending modes as well as C–H stretch modes are p
lated in the associative desorption, although we cannot de
mine from the fit the relative partitioning into stretch v
bending modes. The partitioning between vibration a
translation required to fit the results implies that the barrie
predominately an entrance channel barrier.

Associative desorption experiments for CD4 relative to
CH4 show no kinetic isotope effect and this is taken to imp
both that coupling to the lattice is small in associative d
sorption and that tunneling is not the dominant mechan
for desorption. The absence of a significant isotope effec
D f(E,Ts) is in agreement with the dynamically constrain
statistical model developed to fit the CH4 Dn(t,Ts) results.
The absence of a kinetic isotope effect in desorption c
trasts strongly with the large isotope effect in dissociat
adsorption. We suggest that this is principally due to class
effects, e.g., a larger coupling to the lattice in adsorpt
experiments relative to desorption experiments, rather t
the importance of tunneling in the adsorption experiment

The experimentally measuredD f(E,Ts) is in very good
agreement with that calculated fromS(E,Tn ,Ts) and the as-
sumption of detailed balance using only the reactive flu
for the comparison. The only discrepancy was a slight s
of the detailed balance prediction to slightly higherE. This
was interpreted as principally due to the differences in
rotational excitation in the two experiments.
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